
Session #1
Dr. Gary Chapman Author, The 5 Love Languages

  - words of affirmation
  - acts of service
  - gifts
  - quality time
  - physical touch

couples seldom have 
the same love language

WE WILL BOTH PROCESS STRESS
BETTER IF THE LOVE TANK IS FULL

Session #2
Montell + Kristin Jordan MARRIAGE MASTERPEACE

  - there have to be boundaries for just the two of us

  - Let’s be the most authentic with each other 

  - we must be intentional with one another and jesus

Session #3
Shaunti Feldhahn Author, Thriving in love & money

  1. talk about money

  2. Tension when talking about $ isn’t really about the money...

  3. We’re just not valuing what the other person is valuinG

77% of couples say they’re not good at talking about $

Session #4
Ryan + SELena frederick AuthorS, see-through marriage

  1. remember OUR origin story (PSALM 77:11-12)

  2. FINd ways to have fun and laugh together

  3. hard conversations + see-through communication by removing variables

  chalLenge: 3 minute stare

Session #5
CASEY + MEYGAN CASTON MARRIAGE356
step #1: talk about your sex life!
  - share your hopes, desirEs, fantasies, fears and concerns
  - be honest, delicate and gentle with this topic

step #2: Take action to get some action!
  - scheduling sex = prioritizes sex
  - check in with your spouse and focus on emotional intimacy

  DO THE SEXY 60 second blessing (5-10 physical things you love)

Session #6
Ted Lowe Author, Your Best Us
WORDS - The very thing God made that can hurt our spouse 
IS the same thing that we can use to heal our spouse.

A stabbing is an event.  Healing is a process.

Choose one thing that stuck out to you and practice it this week!
(you can download this PDF at oasischurch.ca/nightin, it will also be emailed TO you)


